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Call ended vs call not answered whatsapp

Content page uploaded Sep 21, 2020 10:24 CA response to AzizBhimaniMax In response to AzizBhimaniMax Try uninstalling and re-installing the app. Or try turning off your WiFi router and turning it back on. Sep 21, 2020 10:24 Useful response Thread response - more options Sep 21, 2020 10:37 CA
response to Preston_whiteman In response to Preston_whiteman tried everything, but the problem still persists. Sep 21, 2020 10:37 Useful Response Thread Response – More Options Sep 21, 2020 10:59 CA Response to AzizBhimaniMax In response to AzizBhimaniMax Problem Solved. Allow the new
notification of iOS 14 which is Whatsapp Would like to send you notifications. Sep 21, 2020 10:59 Response Useful Thread Response – More Options Sep 22, 2020 10:15 CA Response to AzizBhimaniMax In response to AzizBhimaniMax I am, also experiencing the same problem, can someone help
solve this problem Sep 22, 2020 10:15 Useful answer Thread answer - more options Sep 24, 2020 12:07 CA response to AzizBhimaniMax In response to AzizBhimaniMax I am facing the same problem. I tried enabled all notifications, allows location for WhatsApp, experiencing the problem while
connecting for Wifi and cellular both. please consult steps to solve the problem Sep 24, 2020 12:07 Useful Response Thread Response – more options October 1, 2020 10:23 in response to hfarekh1982 In response to zaparekh1982 I am also experiencing the same problem over WiFi calling on
WhatsApp. This issue started posting iOS 14 version update and there is no fix to it yet. Checked with WhatsApp developers, there are no problems at the end of them as the same thing is working on another user's iPhone. This is definitely a bug in iOS 14 that Apple needs to fix as soon as possible. It is
very frustrating not to be able to use the fav app. Oct 1, 2020 10:23 Response Useful Thread Response - more options 08:44 in response to saurabh38 In response to saurabh38 Same problem here. whatsapp calls wi-fi used to work. I hung up the phone, then I turned it on again. I tried to forget the WiFi
network, then I reconnected. All the notifications were already on, so I turned them off and then back on. WhatsApp and iOS are up to date. Whatsapp calls only work on data. WhatsApp calls won't work on WiFi – once making or answering a call, then say reconnect to (name) with recurring beep sound.
It will reconnect for a second and then went back to reconnecting again. whatsapp messaging will work on data and information. please help! Thank. Oct 3, 2020 08:44 Useful Response Thread Response – More options 09:49 in response to JulieMango345 In response to JulieMango345 As per Apple
support team, they are putting this issue on the app developers of I told them that this has nothing to do with the application as it is working well over the cellular network. Apple needs to check with their iOS developers on a priority basis because the number of affected users are day by day. From the beta
version this issue was highlighted then why Apple developers have not worked on this issue. It's a serious problem. Oct 3, 2020 09:49 Useful response Thread response – more options October 6, 2020 11:10 in response to saurabh38 In response to saurabh38 I'm facing this problem when I make
WhatsApp Call to another iPhone user on WiFi. If I call Android user, then not a issue.so please check. Oct 6, 2020 11:10 Useful response Thread Response – more options October 10, 2020 10:33 in response to AzizBhimaniMax In response to AzizBhimaniMax These settings solved my problem. Get
into the settings. then tap WhatsApp. look for Local Network'Mine has been disabled. Let him go back. now I can make calls on Wifi. Oct 10, 2020 10:33 Useful answer (8) Thread response – more options October 10, 2020 10:47 CA response to varunr07 In response to varun07 Hei Varun, you have not
previously had the same problem reconnecting calls over WiFi on WhatsApp??? The resolution provided actually fixes the above issue permanently??? Oct 10, 2020 10:47 Response Useful Thread Response – more options October 11, 2020 08:29 in response to AzizBhimaniMax In response to
AzizBhimaniMax Hello Everyone, I have the same problems would be what is up reconnecting the problem when I make audio or video calls with my phone I Xserve max. Can someone help me steps to solve this problem. This really frustrating problem me October 11, 2020 8:29 Useful response Thread
answer – more options October 11, 2020 10:54 in response to jayaprakash209 In response to jayaprakash209 Please try the steps below so it is set by Varun Go in settings. then tap WhatsApp. look for Local Network'Mine has been disabled. Let him go back. now I can make calls on Wifi. Oct 11, 2020
10:54 Useful answer (3) Thread response - more options October 12, 2020 14:20 in response to saurabh38 In response to saurabh38 Thanks Saurabh, works for me October 12, 2020 14:20 Answer Useful Thread response - more options November 9, 2020 07:45 in response to JulieMango345 In
response to JulieMango345 Hi. I have the same problem. Were you able to resolve the problem? If so, ? Nov 9, 2020 7:45 Useful response Thread response – more options If someone tries to call you on WhatsApp while you are already on a WhatsApp voice or video call, you will receive a notification
depending on the type of call, and you can choose to answer or decline the call. This will not interrupt the existing call. If someone is calling you on WhatsAppYou can select from the following options:End &amp; Accept: End the call you are currently calling and accept the call you've received. Decline:
Decline the received call and stay in the current call. If calls you from outside WhatsAppIf someone tries to call you via a landline or mobile phone outside WhatsApp while siting you with a WhatsApp voice or video call, you can tap:Answer: Finish the call you and accept the call received. Decline: Decline
the received call and stay in the current call. On-screen call: Ask your Google Assistant to check your call and ask who's calling and why. Note: Depending on your carrier, you may receive charges for calls made outside of WhatsApp. You may also receive charges for voice or video calls made on
WhatsApp if you use data roaming or if you have exceeded your data limit. When you're having problems with WhatsApp calls, try connecting to another network (such as Wi-Fi instead of mobile data or vice versa). The current network may not be configured correctly for UDP (User Datagram Protocol),
which may prevent WhatsApp calling from working correctly. If you are unable to make or receive WhatsApp calls after connecting to your Wi-Fi connection, make sure that your router's security settings and firewall configuration do not block certain types of connections for WhatsApp Calling to work
correctly. If you have additional questions about UDP or Firewall settings, contact your service provider or network administrator for more information. The battery saver and bluetooth connection can also cause problems with WhatsApp calls. If the battery saver is turned on or bluetooth is connected, try
turning them off and letting us know if the problem persists. Additionally, restart your device and make sure that no other apps are using your microphone, headset, or camera. Please let us know if you experience the same problem on other apps as well as WhatsApp. Voice calling allows you to call your
contacts using WhatsApp for free, even if they are located in another country. Voice calling uses your phone's internet connection, not mobile plan minutes. Data charges may apply. Make a voice callOpen the individual chat with the contact you want to call voice. Tap Voice Call. Alternatively, open
WhatsApp, and then tap the Calls tab &gt; New Call. Find the contact you want to call voice, and then tap Voice Call. Get a voice callIf your phone is locked, you'll see an incoming WhatsApp call... When someone calls your voice, where you can:Swipe on the right slide to answer to answer the call. Tap
Reminder, and then select whether you want to be reminded when I leave or in an hour. Decline the call by pressing the power button on the side of your iPhone twice. If your phone is unlocked, you'll see an incoming WhatsApp Audio... when someone calls your voice, where you can:Tap Accept.Tap
Decline.Touch me, and then select if you want to be reminded I'm leaving or in an hour. Tap Message to decline the call with a quick message. Switch between voice and videoSwitch calls from a voice call to a video callWhile on the voice call, tap video call &gt; Switch.The contact person you call voice
will see a request to switch to a video call and may accept or decline the switch. Switch Switch A video call to a voice callWhile you're allying the video call, tap Video Off, which will notify the contact you're calling the video. After the contact disables the video, the call will be switched to a voice call. Note:
Make sure that you and your <a0>Windows%%amp;#160;</a0> The quality of the voice call will depend on contact with the weakest connection. Voice calling is available on iPhones running iOS 9 or later. You can't access emergency service numbers via WhatsApp, it would be 911 in the United States.
To make emergency calls, you need to make alternative communication arrangements. Related resources: If someone tries to call you on WhatsApp while you're already in a WhatsApp voice or video call, you'll receive a notification based on the type of call and you can choose to answer or decline the
call. This will not interrupt the existing call. If someone is calling you on WhatsAppYou can select from the following options:End &amp; Accept: End the call you are currently calling and accept the call you've received. Decline: Decline the received call and stay in the current call. If someone calls you from
outside WhatsAppIf someone tries to call you via a landline or mobile phone outside OfsApp while they sit on a WhatsApp voice or video call, you can tap:End &amp; Accept: End the call you currently have and accept the call you receive. Hold &amp; Accept: Place the current call on hold and accept the
incoming call. Decline: Decline the received call and stay in the current call. Note: Depending on your carrier, you may receive charges for calls made outside of WhatsApp. You may also receive charges for voice or video calls made on WhatsApp if you use data roaming or if you have exceeded your
data limit. Limit.
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